In this paper we explore, via an extensive simulation study, the performance of a Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol when integrating video, WAP and MP3 data packet traffic over a wireless picocellular system of very high capacity, with errors. Mobile terminals are considered to be high performance devices with extended storage capabilities which can act like cache memories streaming multimedia material. ur scheme achieves high aggregate channel throughput in all cases of traffic load, despite the very bursty nature of the examined traffic and the introduction of errors in the system.
Introduction
In this work, we design and evaluate a multiple access scheme which efficiently integrates video and bursty data (WAP, MP3) traffic in high capacity picocellular environments. We focus on the uplink (mobiles to base station) channel, where a MAC scheme is required in order to resolve the source terminals contention for channel access. The main concern in wireless communications is how to extend the broadband frontier to the end user. Therefore, the system capacity needs to grow as much as the demands of the various services provided in a wireless network grow. The use of an efficient MAC protocol to exploit the variations in access and service required by the disparate user sources helps to increase system capacity. Within the picocell, spatially dispersed mobile terminals (MTs) share a radio channel that connects them to a fixed Base Station (BS). Fixed-length packets arriving at the mobiles are buffered at the terminals until they are transmitted on the uplink to the BS. The BS allocates channel resources, delivers feedback information and transfers the packets to the wired networks and the Internet [1] .
MTs are considered in our work to be high performance devices with extended storage capabilities which can act like cache memories, streaming multimedia material to other MTs, in order to reduce client start-up latencies and improve network performance. Even the whole picocell can be considered as a cache farm from the rest of the network. Therefore, we envision high quality stored video streaming on the uplink channel (MTs to the BS) in order for these streams to be delivered for playback to their destinations. The delivery of high quality stored video material is a service with very strict Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, hence the design of a MAC scheme which integrates this class of service with others, often requiring contradictory QoS guarantees, is necessary.
Traffic Models
A. MPEG-4 streams MPEG-4 is an ISO standard that leverages existing digital video content by supporting the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 coding standards, and enables richer development of new digital video applications and services. An MPEG-4 scene is composed by a number of audiovisual objects, which can be either static or time-varying in nature [5] . In addition MPEG-4 has a so-called Fine Granularity Scalability mode that allows transmission of the same video content at different bit rates from one coded version of the movie [6] . In our study, we use the trace statistics of actual MPEG-4 streams from [7, 8] . The video streams that we used were carefully selected in order to cover a broad range of movie characteristics. Table 1 shows the movies we used together with their mean and peak bit rates. A new video frame is generated every 40 msecs. Since the video streams are pulled out from MTs that act like caches and not dedicated cache engines with optimization or smoothing functionalities, no packet shaping mechanisms were used. Video content is delivered to the network in the initial form that was encoded. In our study we have made the assumption that all video packets of a video frame (VF) must be delivered before the next VF arrives. The allowed video packet dropping probability is set to 0.0001 from [9] .
B. WAP Traffic Model
We adopt the WAP traffic model from [10] , which corresponds to the WAP release 1.2.1. A WAP session consists of several requests for a deck performed by the user. The number of decks is modeled by a geometric distribution with mean equal to 20 decks and the packet size by a log2-normal distribution. To cover the influence of different applications, four different types of user profiles are introduced: email, news, m-commerce and common (referring to mixed traffic traced from a WAP server in real operation). The parameters used in the models presented in [10] were derived by measurements performed at a WAP gateway in test operation. These parameters are presented in Table 2 . At the beginning of our simulation we let each WAP user choose randomly, with equal probability, one of the four user profiles presented above. We set an upper bound of 1 minute in the total transmission delay of a WAP session; given the high mean number of decks, the significant standard deviation and the presence of very bursty video traffic in the system, this is a quite strict upper bound.
C. MP3 traffic
The authors in [2] present the packet size distribution for MP3 traffic downloaded from "Napster". The distribution is, to a large extent, a discrete one, where packets of sizes equal to 40 bytes, 576 bytes and 1500 bytes constitute the largest amount of the overall packet sizes. More specifically,
• 34.98% of the total number of packets have a length of 40 bytes.
• 45.54% of the total number of packets have a length of 576 bytes.
• 4.18% of the total number of packets have a length of 1500 bytes.
• the remainder 15.3% of the total number of packets have lengths uniformly distributed between 40 bytes and 1500 bytes. In our study, we consider all MP3 packets as messages comprising of a number of ATM-length packets equal to the MP3 packet length, in bytes, divided by 53 (ATM-packet length). Message interarrival times follow an exponential distribution (from [3] , where the same MP3 traffic model is used). The mean file size is 4.37 MB [4] , and MP3 file downloads vary in size according to a geometric distribution. The mean for the geometric distribution is equal to μ=(1-p)/p , (1) where 0<p<1. The variance for the geometric distribution is given by 2 
and by using (1) we find that the standard deviation =4.83 . Today's Internet companies offering MP3 downloads to their subscribers aim at an average download time per MP3 file of 3-4 minutes, while cutting-edge wireless technology companies in Japan offer services of 6-8 minute downloads of 3-minute songs. In our study, we set the user QoS requirement for average time of an MP3 file download equal to a moderate upper bound of 10 minutes. If this limit is exceeded, we consider that the system has failed in offering the desired QoS to the user.
Frame structure, Base Station Scheduling and Actions of the Mobile Terminals
In our scheme, the uplink channel time is divided into time frames of equal length. Each frame consists of two types of intervals. These are the request intervals and the information intervals. Each of these intervals is divided into a number of time slots. Within an information interval, each slot accommodates exactly one, fixed length, packet that contains video or data (WAP, MP3) information and a header. Each request slot is subdivided into two minislots and each mini-slot accommodates exactly one, fixed length, request packet. By using more than one minislot per request slot, a more efficient usage of the available request bandwidth is possible, as explained in [11] . In that work, we studied the integration of videoconference streams (not actual movies as in this work, as MTs were considered simple devices which could not act as cache memories) with voice and email data traffic (instead of the much burstier MP3 and WAP traffic, as in this study) over a lower capacity wireless channel without errors (a burst-error model is adopted in this work) and with a different frame structure and BS scheduling policy. The base station broadcasts a short binary feedback packet at the end of each mini-slot indicating only the presence or absence of a collision within the mini-slot (collision (C) versus non-collision (NC)). Upon successfully transmitting a request packet the terminal waits until the end of the corresponding request interval to learn of its reservation slot (or slots). If unsuccessful within the request intervals of the current frame, the terminal attempts again in the request intervals of the next frame. A terminal with a reservation transmits freely within its reserved slot. In contrast to [11] , where no contention was assumed among video terminals (they were considered to "live" permanently in the system), in this work we propose the idea that video and data (WAP, MP3) terminals can share the request slots (WAP terminals enter contention after the end of the video contention period, followed by MP3 terminals; the reason for the higher priority of WAP terminals is that users are expected to be more tolerant to MP3 download delays than to WAP access delays). The reason we require video terminals to contend in order to reserve information slots is that in this work we are dealing with high quality stored video content which, in contrast to videoconference streams, generates highly bursty information. Video requirements change frequently over time and it is impossible to ensure that their demands will reach the BS successfully if we use techniques similar to the ones described in [11] . The two-cell stack reservation random access algorithm [12] is used to resolve the collisions, among video request packets. The two-cell stack random access algorithm [12] is used to resolve collisions among WAP or MP3 packets. When a video terminal wants to decrease its bit rate (because of a decrease in the number of bits needed for the transmission of the next video frame), it releases all the slots that were previously allocated to it and are no longer necessary. The BS consequently allocates the newly released slots to any other requesting terminals, after the end of the request interval of the next frame. In our scheme, when the bit rate of a video terminal increases then the terminal must enter the contention process in order to acquire the additional information slots it needs. In such a case, the terminal releases all of its currently reserved information slots before entering the contention period. When it passes the contention period successfully, then the required information slots are reserved and the video terminal can freely transmit within them. The rationale behind this policy is fairness. We prefer to let each video terminal compete with other video terminals at an equal basis (since video has absolute priority), in order to "spread" the video packet losses uniformly. The BS allocates channel resources at the end of the corresponding request interval. Video terminals have highest priority in acquiring the slots they demand, due to their strict Quality-ofService requirements. If a full allocation is possible, the BS then proceeds to allocate any still available information slots to the requesting data (WAP, MP3) MTs. In the case that a new VF arrives and the number of data slot reservations is such that the video terminal can not be fully serviced, the BS in this study preempts WAP and MP3 reservations in favor of video terminals waiting for transmission (MP3 terminals, which have the lowest priority, are preempted first). If a full allocation to the video terminal is still not possible, the BS in our scheme grants to the video terminals as many of the slots they requested as possible (i.e., the BS makes a partial allocation). The BS allocates the earliest available information slots to the video terminals, which, if needed, keep these slots in the following channel frames, until the next video frame (VF) arrives. There are two reasons for proposing the partial allocation policy, described above, for video users. The first is that in our system there are ten available request slots (twenty minislots) in each channel frame, which practically means that almost all of the possible collisions among the (few) request packets of video terminals which request an increase in their bit rate can be resolved within the contention period of one channel frame. The second reason is that video terminals in this study are transmitting high quality bursty video. The size of a video frame is usually of the order of a few kilobytes, which means that after segmentation it corresponds to a few hundred channel cells (of ATM size). Especially in MPEG-4 coding, the correlation factor between two adjacent video frames, is extremely high. Therefore, even in the case that a few tens of cells do not reach their destination, the decoder can successfully reconstruct the video frame. Additionally, MPEG-4 incorporates very capable error correction techniques and can therefore suffer relatively higher packet loss rates compared to other media standards without serious degradation of the playback quality. Consequently, we try to conform to the QoS requirement on packet dropping while spreading the packet losses in time. This spreading of losses can lead to an imperceptible blurring during video playback, which is expected to be acceptable when watching a movie, instead of concentrating the lost cells in time, and consequently receiving video "hiccups" and severe losses in the decoder.
Error Model
We adopt in our study a robust error model for wireless channels, presented in [13] . This model, with the use of the short and long error bursts makes accurate predictions on the long term correlation of wireless channel errors. The error model consists of a three-state discrete-time Markov chain, where one state is the "good state" (error-free) and the other two states are the "bad states", the long bad and the short bad state respectively (the Markov chain is shown in Figure 1 ). A transmission is successful only if the channel is in the "good state" (G); otherwise it fails. The difference between the long bad (LB) and short bad (SB) states is the time correlation of errors: LB corresponds to long bursts of errors, SB to short ones. The parameters of the error model are presented in Table 3 . The average number of error bursts, in slots, experienced when the states LB and SB are entered, are respectively given by: B LB =1/p bg_L and B SB =1/p bg_S , where p bg_S is the transition probability from state SB to G, and p bg_L is the transition probability from state LB to G. Similarly, the average number of consecutive error-free slots is given by B G =1/p gb , where p gb is the probability to leave state G. The parameter k is the probability that the Markov chain moves to state LB given that it leaves state G; k also represents the probability that an error burst is long (i.e., the fraction of long bursts over the total number of error bursts). The only difference between [13] and the error model used in this work is that we do not consider the "good" channel state to be perfectly error-less, or the "bad" channel state to correspond to 100% transmission errors. The error probability in the good state is taken to be equal to 0.2*10 -4 , and the error probability in the bad state (SB or LB) to be equal to 0.8. We have chosen in our study the value of the probability P bad , i.e., the steady-state probability that the channel is in bad state, to be equal to 8 *10 -5 ; this value has been chosen in order to test an "almost worst" case scenario for our system, as the video packet dropping probability is set to 10 -4 and by choosing a value of bad state probability larger than the upper bound on video packet dropping, the strict QoS requirement of video users would certainly be violated. The value for p gb has been taken from [13] , while the bad state probabilities P SB and P LB are considered equal (i.e., 4*10 -5 each); p bg_L is derived from the steady-state behavior of the Markov chain, and depends on the parameter k, which is taken equal to 0.05 [13] .
System Parameters
The channel rate is 20 Mbps (from [14] ), and the frame duration equal to 12 ms (from [9, 11] ). The 12 ms of frame duration accommodate 566 slots (556 information slots plus 10 request slots).
Simulation Results and Discussion
Via an extensive simulation study we studied system behavior and performance under all possible movie loads from 1 to 6 movies. For each load, all different combinations were examined (63 in total), and each simulation point is the result of an average of 10 independent runs, each simulating one hour of network operation (Monte Carlo method). Table 4 presents the results (maximum arrival rate of WAP sessions/second for which the system satisfies the QoS of all types of users) for each movie separately, in the case of 40 MP3 uploads (corresponding to an average load of 388 Kbps). The video clips trace turned out to be the most demanding stream in contrast to the lecture trace, which was the less demanding. The lowest and highest throughputs were achieved, respectively, by the system for these two movies. Table 5 shows the average results of the simulation runs under all possible movie loads. As the number of video terminals increases, the aggregate bit rate gets smoother, since the superposition of the movies is known from the literature to always be less bursty than a single movie, and the average bandwidth of the superposition is close to the sum of the mean bit rates of the movies. This is proven once more in our study, as the case of the system accommodating only one movie is shown to provide the smallest throughput than any other case of movie load.
Conclusions
A Medium Access Control scheme is proposed in this work for the integration of MPEG-4 video, WAP and MP3 traffic from high performance devices, over high capacity wireless networks. The results of our study show that the proposed mechanism achieves very high aggregate channel throughput (more than 80% in almost all the studied cases), while preserving the QoS requirements of all traffic types. 
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